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ABSTRACT

Many multithreaded concurrency platforms that use a work-stealing runtime system incorporate a “cactus stack,” wherein a function’s accesses to stack variables properly respect the function’s calling ancestry, even when many of the functions operate in parallel. Unfortunately, such existing concurrency platforms fail to satisfy at least one of the following three desirable criteria:

• full interoperability with legacy or third-party serial binaries that have been compiled to use an ordinary linear stack,

• a scheduler that provides near-perfect linear speedup on applications with sufficient parallelism, and

• bounded and efficient use of memory for the cactus stack.

We have addressed this cactus-stack problem by modifying the Linux operating system kernel to provide support for thread-local memory mapping (TLMM). We have used TLMM to reimplement the cactus stack in the open-source Cilk-5 runtime system. The Cilk-M runtime system removes the linguistic distinction imposed by Cilk-5 between serial code and parallel code, erases Cilk-5’s limitation that serial code cannot call parallel code, and provides full compatibility with existing serial calling conventions. The Cilk-M runtime system provides strong guarantees on scheduler performance and stack space. Benchmark results indicate that the performance of the prototype Cilk-M 1.0 is comparable to the Cilk 5.4.6 system, and the consumption of stack space is modest.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Work stealing [2, 6–9, 11–13, 16, 18, 21, 23, 24, 33, 38] is fast becoming a standard way to load-balance dynamic multithreaded computations on multicore hardware. Concurrency platforms that support work stealing include Cilk-1 [6], Cilk-5 [16], Cilk++ [28], Fortress [1], Hood [8], Java Fork/Join Framework [26], Task Parallel Library (TPL) [27], Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [34], and X10 [10]. Work stealing admits an efficient implementation that guarantees bounds on both time and stack space [7,16], but existing implementations that meet these bounds — including Cilk-1, Cilk-5, and Cilk++ — suffer from interoperability problems with legacy (and third-party) serial binary executables that have been compiled to use a linear stack.2 This paper addresses the question of how an operating system can support algorithmically sound work-stealing concurrency platforms that interoperate seamlessly with legacy serial binaries.

An execution of a serial Algol-like language, such as C [22] or C++ [36], can be viewed as a “walk” of an invocation tree, which dynamically unfolds during execution and relates function instances by the “calls” relation: if function instance A calls function instance B, then A is a parent of the child B in the invocation tree. Such serial languages admit a simple array-based stack for allocating function activation frames. When a function is called, the stack pointer is advanced, and when the function returns, the original stack pointer is restored. This style of execution is space efficient, because all the children of a given function can use and reuse the same region of the stack. The compact linear-stack representation is possible only because in a serial language, a function has at most one extant child function at any time.

In a multithreaded language, such as Cilk-5 [16] or Cilk++ [28], a parent function can also spawn a child — invoke the child without suspending the parent — thereby creating parallelism. The notion of an invocation tree can be extended to include spawns, as well as calls, but unlike the serial walk of an invocation tree, a parallel execution unfolds the invocation tree more haphazardly and in parallel. Since multiple children of a function may exist simultaneously, a linear-stack data structure no longer suffices for storing activation frames. Instead, the tree of extant activation frames forms a cactus stack [19], as shown in Figure 1. The implementation of cactus

1 Called “Cilk” in [6], but renamed “Cilk-1” in [16] and other MIT documentation.

2 Although Fortress, Java Fork/Join Framework, TPL, and X10 employ work stealing, they do not suffer from the same interoperability problems, because they are byte-code interpreted by a virtual-machine environment.
SP-reciprocity is a well-understood problem for which low-overhead implementations exist [16, 17]. In all known software implementations, however, transitioning from serial code (using a linear stack) to parallel code (using a cactus stack) is problematic, because the type of stack impacts the calling conventions used to allocate activation frames and pass arguments. We call the property of allowing arbitrary calling between parallel and serial code—including especially legacy (and third-party) serial binaries—serial-parallel reciprocity, or SP-reciprocity, for short.

SP-reciprocity is especially important if one wishes to multicore-enable legacy object-oriented environments by parallelizing an object’s member functions. For example, suppose that a function \( \lambda \) allocates a new object \( \mathbb{B} \) and \( \mathbb{C} \) invokes \( \mathbb{D} \) and \( \mathbb{E} \), which we parallelize. Now, suppose that \( \lambda \) is linked with a legacy binary containing a function \( \mathbb{B} \), and \( \lambda \) passes \( \mathbb{B} \) to \( \mathbb{E} \), which proceeds to invoke \( x . \text{foo}() \). Without SP-reciprocity, this simple callback does not work.

Existing work-stealing concurrency platforms that support SP-reciprocity fail to provide provable bounds on either scheduling time and stack space. These bounds typically follow those of Blumofe and Leiserson [7]. Let \( T_1 \) be the work of a deterministic computation—its serial running time—and let \( T_w \) be the span of the computation—its theoretical running time on an infinite number of processors. Then, a work-stealing scheduler can execute the computation on \( P \) processors in time

\[
T_P \leq T_1 / P + c_w T_w ,
\]

where \( c_w > 0 \) is a constant representing the span overhead. This formula guarantees linear speedup when \( P \ll T_1 / T_w \). Moreover, if \( S_1 \) is the stack space of a serial execution, then (the cactus) stack space \( S_P \) consumed during a \( P \)-processor execution satisfies

\[
S_P \leq P S_1 .
\]

Generally, we shall measure stack space in hardware pages, where we leave the page size unspecified. Many systems set an upper bound on \( S_1 \) of 256 4-KByte pages.

We refer to the problem of simultaneously achieving the three criteria of SP-reciprocity, a good time bound, and a good space bound, as the cactus-stack problem. In this paper, we show how operating-system support for thread-local memory mapping (TLMM) allows a work-stealing runtime system to support full SP-reciprocity, so that a cactus stack interoperates seamlessly with the linear stack of legacy binaries, while simultaneously providing bounds on scheduling time and stack space. Whereas thread-local storage [35] gives each thread its own local memory at different virtual addresses within shared memory, TLMM allows a portion of the virtual-memory address space to be mapped independently by the various threads. We implemented a prototype TLMM-Linux operating system by modifying the page table maintained by the open-source Linux 2.6.29 kernel.

We also implemented a prototype Cilk-M concurrency platform, called Cilk-M 1.0, by modifying the open-source Cilk-5 runtime system to use a TLMM-based cactus stack. The Cilk-M worker threads, which comprise the distributed scheduler, allow the user code to operate using traditional linear stacks, while the runtime system implements a cactus stack behind the scenes using TLMM support. Since TLMM allows the various worker stacks to be aligned, pointers to ancestor locations on the cactus stack are dereferenced correctly no matter which worker executes the user code.

Our prototype TLMM-Linux operating system and prototype Cilk-M 1.0 runtime system solve the cactus-stack problem. In Cilk-M, we define a Cilk function to be a function that spawns, and the Cilk depth of an application to be the maximum number of Cilk functions nested on the stack during a serial execution. Suppose that an application has work \( T_1 \), span \( T_w \), consumes stack space \( S_1 \) on one processor, and has a Cilk depth \( D \). Then, analogously to Inequalities (1) and (2), the Cilk-M scheduler executes the computation on \( P \) processors in time

\[
T_P \leq T_1 / P + c_w T_w ,
\]

where \( c_w = O(S_1 + D) \), and it consumes stack space

\[
S_P \leq P(S_1 + D) .
\]

Inequality (3) guarantees linear speedup when \( P \ll T_1 / (S_1 + D) T_w \).

We have compared Cilk-M 1.0 to the original Cilk 5.4.6 on a variety of benchmarks in the Cilk-5 distribution. These studies indicate that the time overhead for managing the cactus stack with TLMM is generally as good or better than Cilk-5. The per-worker consumption of stack space in Cilk-M 1.0 on these benchmarks was no more than 2.5 times the serial space requirement. Moreover, the overall space consumption (including both stack and heap) of Cilk-M 1.0 is comparable to or better than that of Cilk-5.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on work-stealing schedulers and cactus stacks using Cilk-5 as a model. Section 3 describes a range of conventional approaches that fail to solve the cactus-stack problem. Section 4 describes how Cilk-M leverages TLMM support to solve the cactus-stack problem. Section 5 describes the implementation of the prototype TLMM-Linux operating system. Section 6 analyzes the performance and space usage of the Cilk-M 1.0 prototype both theoretically and empirically. Section 7 sketches an alternative scheme to TLMM which also uses memory mapping but does not require operating-system support. Section 8 provides some concluding remarks.

### 2. CACTUS STACKS

This section describes how a work-stealing scheduler manipulates its cactus stack using Cilk-5 [16] as an exemplar. We cover in some detail how the Cilk-5 runtime system operates, because its runtime system forms the basis of Cilk-M 1.0. We briefly review the theoretical bounds on space and time provided by Cilk-5.

---

The open-source Cilk-5 system is available at [http://supertech.csail.mit.edu/cilk/cilk-5.4.6.tar.gz](http://supertech.csail.mit.edu/cilk/cilk-5.4.6.tar.gz).

---

3“Span” is sometimes called “critical-path length” and “computation depth” in the literature.
Before we dive into how the Cilk-5 work-stealing scheduler works, we first overview its linguistic model. Cilk-5 is a fork-join programming language, which permits dynamic creation of parallelism. More specifically, Cilk-5’s linguistic constructs allow the programmer to denote the logical parallelism of the program rather than the actual parallelism at execution time. The Cilk-5 work-stealing scheduler [4, 7] respects the logical parallelism specified by the programmer while guaranteeing that programs take full advantage of the processors available at runtime.

Cilk-5 extends C with two main keywords: spawn and sync.5 Parallelism is created using the keyword spawn. When a function call is preceded by the keyword spawn, the function is spawned and the scheduler may continue to execute the continuation of the caller in parallel with the spawned subroutine without waiting for it to return. The complement of spawn is the keyword sync, which acts as a local barrier and joins together the parallelism forked by spawn. The Cilk-5 runtime system ensures that statements after a sync are not executed until all functions spawned before the sync statement have completed and returned.

Cilk-5’s work-stealing scheduler load-balances parallel execution across the available worker threads. Cilk-5 follows the “lazy task creation” strategy of Kranz, Halstead, and Mohr [23], where the worker suspends the parent when a child is spawned and begins work on the child.6 Operationally, when the user code running on a worker encounters a spawn, it invokes the child function and suspends the parent, just as with an ordinary subroutine call, but it also places the parent frame on the bottom of a deque (double-ended queue). When the child returns, it pops the bottom of the deque and resumes the parent frame. Pushing and popping frames from the bottom of the deque is the common case, and it mirrors precisely the behavior of C or other Algol-like languages in their use of a stack.

The worker’s behavior departs from ordinary serial stack execution if it runs out of work. This situation can arise if the code executed by the worker encounters a sync. In this case the worker becomes a thief, and it attempts to steal the topmost (oldest) frame from a victim worker. Cilk-5’s strategy is to choose the victim randomly, which can be shown [7, 16] to yield provably good performance. If the steal is successful, the worker resumes the stolen frame.

Another situation where a worker runs out of work occurs if it returns from a spawned child to discover that its deque is empty. In this case, it first checks whether the parent is stalled at a sync and if this child is the last child to return. If so, it performs a joining steal and resumes the parent function, passing the sync at which the parent was stalled. Otherwise, the worker engages in random work-stealing as in the case when a sync was encountered.

The analysis of the Cilk-5 scheduler’s performance is complicated (see [7]), but at a basic level, the reason it achieves the bound in Inequality (1) is that every worker is either working, in which case it is chipping away at the $T_1/P$ term in the bound, or work-stealing, in which case it has a good probability of making progress on the $T_m$ term. If the scheduler were to wait, engage in bookkeeping, or perform any action that cannot be amortized against one of these two terms, the performance bound would cease to hold,

\footnote{Cilk-5 includes three additional keywords, cilk, inlet, and abort. The cilk keyword is a modifier so that the type system can preclude calls from C functions to Cilk functions. The inlet and abort keywords provide advanced features, including support for programs with speculative computation, which are orthogonal to the stack issues we are investigating.}

\footnote{An alternative strategy is for the worker to continue working on the parent, and have thieves steal spawned children. Cilk-1 [6], TBB [34], and TPL [27] employ this strategy, but it can require unbounded bookkeeping space even on a single processor.

and in the worst case, result in much less than linear speedup on a program that has ample parallelism.

The analysis of the Cilk-5 scheduler’s space usage is more straightforward. The scheduler maintains the so-called busy-leaves property [7], which says that at every moment during the execution, every extant — allocated but not yet deallocated — leaf of the spawn tree has a worker executing it. The bound on stack space given in Inequality (2) follows directly from this property. Observe that any path in the spawn tree from a leaf to the root corresponds to a path in the cactus stack, and the path in the cactus stack contains no more than $S_1$ space. Since there are $P$ workers, $PS_1$ is an upper bound on stack space (although it may overcount). Tighter bounds on stack space have been derived for specific applications [5] using the Cilk-5 scheduler and for other schedulers [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>SP-Reciprocity</th>
<th>Time Bound</th>
<th>Space Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Recompile everything</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>very strong</td>
<td>very strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. One stack per worker</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>very strong</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Depth-restricted stealing</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>very strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Limited-depth stacks</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>very strong</td>
<td>weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. New stack when needed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>strong</td>
<td>weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Recycle ancestor stacks</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>strong</td>
<td>weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. TLMM cactus stacks</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>strong</td>
<td>strong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Attributes of different strategies for implementing cactus stacks.

3. THE CACTUS-STACK PROBLEM SEEMS HARD

This section overlooks challenges in supporting SP-reciprocity while maintaining bounds on space and time, illustrating the difficulties that various traditional strategies encounter. Figure 2 categorizes attributes of the strategies of which we are aware. This list of strategies is not exhaustive but is meant to illustrate the challenges in supporting SP-reciprocity while maintaining bounds on space and time, and to motivate why naive solutions to the cactus-stack problem do not work. We now overview these strategies.

The main constraint on any strategy is that once a frame has been allocated, its location in virtual memory cannot be changed, because generally, there may be a pointer to a variable in the frame elsewhere in the system. Moreover, the strategies must respect the fact that a legacy binary can act as an adversary, allocating storage on the stack at whatever position the stack pointer happens to lie. Thus, when a legacy function is invoked, the runtime system has only one “knob” to dial — namely, choosing the location in virtual memory where the stack pointer points — and there better be enough empty storage beneath that location for all the stack allocations that the binary may choose to do. (Many systems assume that a stack can be as large as 1 MByte.) A strategy does have the flexibility to choose how it allocates memory in parallel code, that is, code that spawns, since that is not legacy code, and it can change the stack pointer. It must ensure, however, that when it invokes legacy serial code, there is sufficient unallocated storage on the stack for whatever the legacy serial code’s needs might be.

**Strategy 1: Recompile everything**

This approach allocates frames off the heap and “eats the whole elephant” by recompiling all legacy serial functions to use a calling convention that directly supports a cactus stack. Very strong time and space bounds can be obtained by Strategy 1, and it allows serial code to call back to parallel code, but it does not provide true SP-reciprocity, since serial functions in legacy (and third-party) binary executables, which were compiled assuming a linear stack, cannot call back to parallel code. Cilk++ [20] employs
this strategy. An interesting alternative is to use binary-rewriting technology [25, 31, 32] to rewrite the legacy binaries so that they use a heap-allocated cactus stack. This approach may not be feasible due to the difficulty of extracting stack references in optimized code. Moreover, it may have trouble obtaining good performance because transformations must err on the side of safety, and dynamically linked libraries might need to be rewritten on the fly, which would preclude extensive analysis.

Strategy 2: One stack per worker

This strategy gives each worker an ordinary linear stack. Whenever a worker steals work, it uses its stack to execute the work. For example, imagine that a worker \( W_1 \) runs parallel function \( \text{foo} \), which spawns \( \lambda \). While \( W_1 \) executes \( \lambda \), another worker \( W_2 \) steals \( \text{foo} \) and resumes the continuation of \( \text{foo} \) by setting its base pointer to the top of \( \text{foo} \), which resides on \( W_1 \)'s stack, and setting its stack pointer to the next available space in its own stack, so that the frames of any function called or spawned by \( \text{foo} \) next is allocated on \( W_2 \)'s stack.

With Strategy 2, the busy-leaves property no longer holds, and the stacks can grow much larger than \( S_1 \). In particular, \( W_1 \) must steal work if \( \text{foo} \) is not yet ready to sync when \( W_1 \) returns from \( \lambda \). Since \( \text{foo} \) is not ready to be resumed and cannot be popped off the stack, \( W_1 \) can only push the next stolen frame below \( \text{foo} \). If \( \text{foo} \) is already deep in the stack and \( W_1 \) happens to steal a frame shallow in the stack, then \( W_2 \)'s stack could grow almost as large as \( 2S_1 \). That is not so bad if it only happens once, but unfortunately, this scenario could occur recursively, yielding impractically large stack space consumption.

Strategy 3: Depth-restricted stealing

This approach is another modification of Strategy 2, where a worker is restricted from stealing any frame shallower than the bottommost frame on its stack. Thus, stacks cannot grow deeper than \( S_1 \). The problem with Strategy 3 is that a worker may be unable to steal even though there is work to be done, sacrificing the time bound. Indeed, Sukha [37] has shown that there exist computations for which depth-restricted work-stealing exhibits at most constant speedup on \( P \) workers, where ordinary work-stealing achieves nearly perfect linear speedup. TBB [34] employs a heuristic similar to depth-restricted work-stealing to limit stack space.

Strategy 4: Limited-depth stacks

This approach is similar to Strategy 2, except that a limit is put on the depth a stack can grow. If a worker reaches its maximum depth, it waits until frames are freed before stealing. The problem with Strategy 4 is that the cycles spent waiting cannot be amortized against either work or span, and thus the time bound is sacrificed, precluding linear speedup on codes with ample parallelism.

Strategy 5: New stack when needed

This strategy, which is similar to Strategy 2, allocates a new stack on every steal. In the scenario described in Strategy 2, when \( W_1 \) goes off to steal work, Strategy 5 switches to a new stack to execute the stolen work. Thus, nothing is allocated below \( \text{foo} \), which avoids the unbounded space blowup incurred by Strategy 2.

Since Strategy 5 maintains the busy-leaves property, the total physical memory used for extant frames at any given moment is bounded by \( PS_1 \). The extant frames are distributed across stacks, however, where each stack may contain as little as a single extant frame. Since each stack may individually grow as large as \( S_1 \) over time and the stacks cannot be recycled until they contain no extant frames, the virtual-address space consumed by stacks may grow up to \( DPS_1 \), where \( D \) is the Cilk depth (defined in Section 1), a weak bound. Moreover, Strategy 5 may incur correspondingly high swap-space usage. Swap space could be reduced by directing the operating system to unmap unused stack frames when they are popped so that they are no longer backed up in the swap space on disk, but this scheme seems to laden with overhead. It may be possible to implement the reclamation of stack space lazily, however.

Strategy 6: Reuse ancestor stacks

This scheme is like Strategy 5, but before allocating a new stack after stealing a frame, it checks whether an ancestor of the frame is suspended at a sync and that the ancestor is the bottommost frame on the stack. If so, it uses the ancestor’s stack rather than a new one. Strategy 6 is safe, because the ancestor cannot use the stack until all its descendants have completed, which includes the stolen frame. Although Strategy 6 may cut down dramatically on space compared with Strategy 5, it has been shown [14] to still require at least \( \Omega(P^2S_1) \) stack space for some computations. As with Strategy 7, the time bound obtained with this strategy exhibits some additional steal overhead compared to Inequality (2), which results from the traversal of ancestors’ frames when searching for a reusable stack.

Strategy 7: TLMM cactus stacks

The strategy employed by Cilk-M and explored in this paper. In particular, we obtain the strong bounds given by Inequalities (3) and (4).

4. Cilk-M

Cilk-M leverages TLMM to solve the cactus-stack problem by modifying the Cilk-5 runtime system in two key ways. First, whereas Cilk-5 uses a heap-allocated cactus stack, Cilk-M uses a linear stack in each worker, fusing them into a cactus stack using TLMM. Second, whereas Cilk-5 uses a special calling convention for parallel functions and forbids transitions from serial code to parallel code, Cilk-M uses standard C subroutine linkage for serial code and compatible linkage for parallel code. This section describes how the Cilk-M runtime system implements these two modifications.

The Cilk-M cactus stack

A traditional operating system provides each process with its own virtual-address space. No two processes share the same virtual-address space, and all threads within a given process share the process’s entire virtual-address space. TLMM, however, designates a region of the process’s virtual-address space as “local” to each thread. This special TLMM region occupies the same virtual-address range for each thread, but each thread may map different physical pages to the TLMM region. The rest of the virtual-address space outside of the TLMM region remains shared among all threads within the process.

Recall that any strategy for solving the cactus-stack problem must obey the constraint that once allocated, a stack frame’s location in virtual memory cannot be moved. Cilk-M respects this constraint by causing each worker thread to execute user code on a stack that resides in its own TLMM region. Whenever a successful steal occurs, the thief memory-maps the stolen frame and the ancestor frames in the invocation tree — the stolen stack prefix — so that these frames are shared between the thief and victim. The sharing is achieved by mapping the physical pages corresponding to the stolen stack prefix into the thief’s stack, with the frames occupying the same virtual addresses at which they were initially allocated. Since the physical pages corresponding to the stack prefix are mapped to the same virtual addresses, a pointer to a local
variable in a stack frame references the same physical location no matter whether the thief or the victim dereferences the pointer.

Consider the invocation tree shown in Figure 1(a) as an example. Imagine three workers working on the three extent leaves B, D, and E. Figure 3 illustrates the corresponding TLMM region for each worker. Upon a successful steal, Cilk-M must prevent multiple extant children frames from colliding with each other. For instance, worker W1 starts executing A, which spawns B and worker W2 steals A from W1, maps the stack prefix (i.e., the page where A resides) into its stack, resumes A, and subsequently spawns C. In this case, W2 cannot use the portion of the page below frame A, because W1 is using it for B. Thus, the thief, W2, advances its stack pointer to the next page boundary upon a successful steal.

Continuing with the example, W3 executes C, which spawns D. Worker W3 may steal A from W2 but, failing to make much progress on A due to a sync, be forced to steal again. In this case, W3 happens to steal from W2 again, this time stealing C. Thus, W3 maps into its stack the pages where A and C reside, aligns its stack pointer to the next page boundary to avoid conflicting with D, resumes C, and spawns E. In this example, W1 and W2 each map 2 pages in their respective TLMM regions, and W3 maps 3. The workers use a total of 4 physical pages: 1 page for each of A, C, and E, and an additional page for B. Function B is able to share a page with C.

Upon a successful steal, the thief always advances its stack pointer to the next page boundary before resuming the stolen parent frame to avoid conflicting with the parallel child executing on the victim. Advancing the stack pointer causes the thief’s stack to be fragmented. Cilk-M mitigates fragmentation by employing a space-reclaiming policy in which the stack pointer is reset to the bottom of the frame upon a joining steal or a successful sync. This space-reclaiming policy is safe, because all other parallel subcomputations previously spawned by the frame have returned, and so the executing worker is not sharing this portion of the stack with any other worker.

Since a worker’s TLMM region is not addressable by other workers, one deficiency of the TLMM strategy for implementing cactus stacks is that it does not support legacy serial binaries where the stack must be visible externally to other threads. For instance, an application that uses MCS locks [30] might allocate nodes for the lock queues on the local stack, rather than out of the heap. This

\[\text{Figure 3: The view of stacks mapped in the TLMM region of each worker. The stack layout corresponds to the execution of the invocation tree shown in Figure 1. The horizontal lines indicate page boundaries, and the hexadecimal values on the left correspond to the virtual-memory addresses.}\]

\[\text{Figure 4: The layout of a linear stack with two frames. The figure shows a snapshot of a linear stack during execution, where A has called the currently executing function B. The figure labels the stack frame for each function on the right and marks the current base and stack pointers on the left.}\]
frame lies directly above its child’s frame and the shared linkage region is sandwiched between the two frames. All children of a given function access the same linkage region to retrieve memory arguments, since the calling convention assumes that during an ordinary serial execution, at most one child function exists at a time. While these assumptions are convenient for serial code, it is problematic for parallel code employing work stealing, because multiple extra children cannot share the same linkage region. Furthermore, a gap may exist between the parent frame and the child frame in the TLMM-based cactus stack if the child frame is allocated immediately after a successful steal.

To circumvent these issues while still obeying the calling convention, workers in Cilk-M allocate a fresh linkage region immediately upon a successful steal by advancing the stack pointer a little further beyond the next page boundary.9 This strategy allocates the linkage region immediately above the child frame and allows additional linkage region to be created only when parallel execution occurs. Since multiple linkage regions may exist for multiple extra children, some care must be taken so that the parent passes the memory arguments via the appropriate linkage region, which we elaborate next.

Implementation of Cilk-M 1.0

We implemented Cilk-M 1.0 by modifying the Cilk 5.4.6 runtime system to use a TLMM-based cactus stack. The Cilk-M 1.0 runtime system also differs from the Cilk-5 runtime system in that it supports SP-reciprocity: a Cilk function may be called as well as spawned. If a Cilk function is spawned, it may execute in parallel with the continuation of its parent. If it is called, while it may execute in parallel with its children, the continuation of its parent cannot be resumed until it returns. Therefore, the runtime system must be aware of how a function is invoked. Maintaining the correct call/spawn semantics during execution is mainly a matter of handling the runtime data structure differently. Many of the implementation details of the Cilk-M 1.0 runtime resemble those of the Cilk++ runtime system, and we refer interested readers to [15].

To ensure execution correctness and to obey the Cilk-M calling convention, all the compiled Cilk functions maintain the following invariants:

1. All memory arguments are passed by stack pointer with positive offset.
2. All local variables are referenced by base pointer with negative offset.
3. Before each spawn statement, all live registers are flushed onto the stack.
4. If sync fails, all live registers are flushed onto the stack.
5. When resuming a stolen function after a spawn or sync statement, restore live register values from the stack.
6. When a call or spawn returns, flush the return value from the register onto the stack.
7. The frame size is fixed before any spawn statement.

Invariants 1 and 2 ensure correct execution in the event where a gap exists between the frames of the caller and the callee. Using the stack pointer to pass arguments to the child frame ensures that the arguments are stored right above the child frame. Similarly, the locals need to be referenced by the base pointer with negative offset, since the stack pointer may have changed.

---

9For simplicity, Cilk-M 1.0 reserves a fixed amount, 128 bytes, for each linkage region. Had we built a Cilk compiler, it would calculate the space required for each linkage region and pass that information to the runtime.
To save some coding effort, our prototype TLMM-Linux implementation and can be accessed by any thread in the process.

The TLMM interface

Figure 6 summarizes the TLMM system call interface.

serve for the TLMM region, which corresponds to 512-GByte of virtual address space, and the rest of the entries correspond to the shared region. Threads in TLMM-Linux share page directories that correspond to shared region. Therefore, the TLMM-Linux virtual-memory manager needs to synchronize the entries in each thread’s root page directory and populate the shared lower-level page directories only once.

Theoretical bounds

We first analyze the consumption of stack space for an application run under Cilk-M. Let $S_1$ be the number of pages in a serial execution of the program, let $S_P$ be the number of pages that Cilk-M consumes when run on $P$ workers, and let $D$ be the Cilk depth of the application. The bound $S_P \leq P(S_1 + D)$ given in Inequality (4) holds, because the worst-case stack depth of a worker is $S_1 + D$ pages. This worst case occurs when every Cilk function on a stack that realizes the Cilk depth $D$ is stolen. The stack pointer is advanced to a page boundary for each of these $D$ stolen frames, contributing an extra $D$ to the normal number $S_1$ of pages in the stack. Since there are $P$ workers, the bound follows.

As we shall see from the benchmark studies, this upper bound is loose in terms of actual number of pages. First, since different stack prefixes are shared among workers, we are double-counting these shared pages. Second, we should not expect, which the benchmark studies bear out, that every frame on a stack is stolen. Moreover, the space-reclaiming policy also saves space in practice. Nevertheless, the theoretical bound provides confidence that space utilization cannot go drastically awry.

Cilk-M achieves the time bound $T_P \leq T_I + c_{cw} T_m$ given in Inequality (3), where $T_I$ is the work of the program, let $T_m$ be its span, and $c_{cw} = O(S_1 + D)$. The proof of this bound requires theoretical arguments beyond the scope of this paper. The bound reflects the increased cost of a steal compared to the constant-time cost in Cilk-5. In the worst case, every steal might need to map a nearly worst-case stack of depth $S_1 + D$, which costs $O(S_1 + D)$ time. The actual bound can be proved using the techniques of [2] and [7], adapted to consider the extra cost of stealing in Cilk-M.

As with the space bound, the time bound is loose, because the worst-case behavior used in the proof is unlikely. One would not normally expect to map an entire nearly worst-case stack on every steal. Nevertheless, the bound provides confidence, because applications with sufficient parallelism are guaranteed to achieve near-perfect linear speedup on an ideal parallel computer, as is assumed by prior theoretical studies.

Empirical studies

Theoretical bounds alone, especially those based on asymptotic analysis, do not suffice to predict whether a technology works in practice, where the actual values of constants matter. In particular, we had two main concerns when we started this work. The first concern was whether the cost of entering and exiting the kernel would be too onerous to allow a memory-mapping solution to the system. Section 7 sketches an alternative “workers-as-processes” scheme, which, although it does not require operating-system support, has other deficiencies. Most of our theoretical and empirical analysis for the TLMM scheme applies to the workers-as-processes scheme as well.

6. EVALUATION

This section evaluates the Cilk-M system. We provide theoretical bounds on stack space and running time, which, although not as strong as those of Cilk-5, nevertheless provide reasonable guarantees. We compare Cilk-M 1.0’s empirical performance to that of the original Cilk-5 system. The results indicate that Cilk-M 1.0 performs similarly to Cilk-5 and that the overhead for remapping stacks is modest. Cilk-M 1.0’s consumption of stack space appears to be well within the range of practicality, and its overall space consumption (including stack and heap space) is comparable to that of Cilk-5.

To save some coding effort, our prototype TLMM-Linux implementation supports a maximum of 500 page descriptors per process, because it employs a static map to keep track of the mappings between page descriptors and physical pages. To relax this limitation, one could employ a dynamic map, which would add little overhead, because the overhead of growing the map can be amortized over many page allocations.
cactus-stack problem. The second concern was whether the fragmentation of the stack would consume too much space, rendering the solution impractical. To address the first concern, we compared the performance of Cilk-M 1.0 and Cilk-5 empirically on 12 applications. The benchmark results indicate that the two systems perform similarly, with Cilk-M 1.0 sometimes outperforming Cilk-5 despite the additional overhead for remapping the stacks. To address the second concern, we profiled the stack space of the applications running on Cilk-M 1.0 with 16 cores. The data from this experiment indicate that the per-worker consumption of stack space on these benchmarks was at most a factor of 2.5 more than the serial space requirement, which is modest. Due to the fragmentation of the stack, Cilk-M 1.0 indeed has higher stack space overhead than Cilk-5; as a trade-off, however, Cilk-5 tends to consume more heap space than Cilk-M 1.0 due to the use of a heap-allocated cactus stack. To better understand the trade-offs made between the two runtime systems, we profiled the stack and heap space consumption of each system running the applications with 16 cores. The benchmark results indicate that the additional stack space overhead in Cilk-M 1.0 is inexpensive when one considers the overall space consumption.

**General setup.** We ran all experiments on an AMD Opteron system with 4 quad-core 2 GHz CPU’s having a total of 8 GBytes of memory. Each core on a chip has a 64-KByte private L1-data-cache and a 512-KByte private L2-cache, but all cores on a chip share a 2-MByte L3-cache.

We evaluated the system with 12 benchmark applications, all of which are included in the Cilk-5 distribution except fibx, which is a synthetic benchmark we devised to generate large stacks. Figure 7 provides a brief description of each application. Whereas applications for Cilk-M 1.0 were hand-compiled as described in Section 4, applications for Cilk-5 were compiled with the source-to-source translator included in the Cilk-5 distribution to produce C postsources. The postsources for both systems were compiled with gcc 4.3.2 using -O2 optimization.

**Relative performance.** Figure 8 compares the performance of the applications run on Cilk-M 1.0 and Cilk-5. For each application we measured the mean of 10 runs on each of Cilk-M 1.0 and Cilk-5, and the mean on each has standard deviation less than 3%. We normalized the mean for Cilk-M 1.0 by the mean for Cilk-5. Cilk-M 1.0 performs similarly to Cilk-5 for most of the applications and is sometimes faster. These results indicate that the additional overhead in Cilk-M 1.0 for remapping the stacks is modest and does not impact application performance in general. Moreover, the good performance on fib, which involves mostly spawning and function calls and little computation per se, indicates that the Cilk-M linear-stack-based calling convention is generally superior to the Cilk-5 heap-based one.
Across all applications, Cilk-M 1.0 uses about 2–4 times, and in one case (i.e., knapsack) 5 times more pages on the stack, than that of Cilk-5 due to fragmentation resulted from successful steals. The additional space overhead caused by fragmentation is never referenced by the runtime or the user code, however, and thus the additional stack space usage does not cause memory latency. On the other hand, Cilk-5 tends to use comparable or slightly more the heap space used by Cilk-M 1.0 (less than 3 times more), except for one application, fft. Since fft contains some machine generated code for the base cases, the Cilk functions in fft contain large number of temporary local variables that are used within the functions but not across spawn statements. The cilk2c compiler used by Cilk-5 faithfully generates space for these variables on the heap-allocated cactus stack, resulting in large heap space usage. With the same program, Cilk-M 1.0 uses the same amount of stack space for these temporary local variables as however much space a C compiler would allocate for them. Finally, when comparing the overall space consumption, Cilk-M 1.0 tends to use less space than Cilk-5, except for fib and fibx. The Cilk functions in this two applications have very few local variables, and therefore their heap-allocated cactus stack in Cilk-5 consumes relatively little space. Furthermore, fibx is a synthetic benchmark that we devised to generate large stacks (i.e., with large Cilk depth), so Cilk-M 1.0 ends up having a deep stack for fibx.

7. AN ALTERNATIVE TO TLMM

Some may view TLMM as too radical a solution to the cactus-stack problem, because it involves modifying the operating system. This section considers another possible memory-mapping solution to the cactus-stack problem which does not require operating-system support. The idea of the workers-as-processes scheme is to implement workers as processes, rather than threads, but still use memory mapping to support the cactus stack. This section sketches a design for this alternative scheme and discusses its ramifications.

During the start-up of the workers-as-processes scheme, each worker uses memory-mapping to share the heap and data segments across the workers’ address spaces by invoking mmap with a designated file descriptor on the virtual-address range of where the heap and data segments reside. Since processes by default do not share memory, this strategy provides the illusion of a fully shared address space for these segments. Since a thief needs access to the stolen stack prefix of its victim, the runtime system also must memory-map all the workers’ stacks to the file, recording the file offsets for all pages mapped in the stacks so that they can be manipulated. In addition, other resources — such as the file system, file descriptors, signal-handler tables, and so on — must be shared, although at least in Linux, this sharing can be accomplished straightforwardly using the clone system call.

Although this workers-as-processes approach appears well worth investigating, there are few complications that one needs to deal with if this approach is taken. Here is a summary of challenges.

First, the runtime system would incur some start-up overhead to set up the shared memory among workers. A particular complication would occur if the runtime system is initialized in the middle of a callback from C to Cilk for the first time. In this case, the runtime system must first unmmap the existing heap segment used by the C computation, remap the heap segment with new pages so that the mapping is backed up by a file (so as to allow sharing), and copy over the existing data from the old mapping to the new mapping.

Second, it seems that the overhead for stealing would increase. If m is the number of pages that a thief must map to install its victim’s stack prefix, the thief might need to invoke mmap m times, once for each address range, rather than making a single call as with our TLMM implementation, because it is unlikely that consecutive pages in the stolen prefix reside contiguously in the designated file. These m calls would result in 2m kernel crossings, and thus increase the steal overhead. One might imagine an mmap interface to that would support mapping of multiple physical pages residing in a noncontiguous address range, but such an enhancement would involve a change to the operating system, exactly what the workers-as-processes scheme tries to avoid.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, workers-as-processes makes it complicated to support system calls that change the address space, such as mmap and brk. When one worker invokes mmap to map a file into shared memory, for example, the other workers must do the same. Thus, one must implement a protocol to synchronize all the workers to perform the mapping before allowing the worker that performed the mmap to resume. Otherwise, a race might occur, especially if the application code communicates between workers through memory. This protocol would likely be slow because of the communication it entails. Furthermore, in some existing implementation of system calls library such as glibc, calling malloc with size larger than 128 KBytes results in invoking mmap to allocate a big chunk of memory. Therefore, with this scheme, one would need to rewrite the glibc library to intercept the mmap call and perform the synchronization protocol among workers for the newly allocated memory as well.

Despite these challenges, the workers-as-processes “solution” appears to be an interesting research direction. It may be that hybrid schemes exist which modify the operating system in a less intrusive manner than what TLMM does, for example, by allowing noncontiguous address ranges in mmap, by supporting mmap calls across processes, etc. We adopted TLMM’s strategy of sharing portions of the page table, because we could explore a memory-mapping solution with relatively little engineering effort. Our work focuses more on such solution’s implication on the runtime system, however, and not as much on how the memory-mapping should be supported. Most of the work described in this paper, including the design of the runtime system and the theoretical bounds, applies to the workers-as-processes approach as well. Cilk-M 1.0 seems to perform well, which may motivate the exploration of other, possibly more complex strategies that have different systems ramifications.

8. CONCLUSION

From an engineering perspective, we have laid out some choices for implementers of work-stealing environments. There seem to be four options for solving the cactus-stack problem: sacrificing in-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Cilk-M</th>
<th>Cilk-5</th>
<th>Cilk-M</th>
<th>Cilk-5</th>
<th>Cilk-M</th>
<th>Cilk-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S16</td>
<td>S16</td>
<td>H16</td>
<td>H16</td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>Sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesky</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cilksort</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>1017</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>1065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fib</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fibx</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knapsack</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matmul</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nqueens</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rectmul</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strassen</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: Comparison of the overall stack and heap consumptions between Cilk-M 1.0 and Cilk-5 for 12 Cilk applications running with 16 workers. The values were measured by taking the maximum of 10 runs on 16 cores, and measured in 4-KByte pages. The last two columns show the sum of the stack and heap space consumptions for the two systems.
teroperability with binaries that assume a linear-stack calling convention, sacrificing a time bound, sacrificing a space bound, and coping with a memory-mapping solution similar to those laid out in this paper.

Sacrificing interoperability limits the ability of the work-stealing environment to leverage past investments in software. An engineering team may be willing to sacrifice interoperability if it is developing a brand-new product, but they may be more cautious if they are trying to upgrade a large codebase to use multicore technology.

Sacrificing the time or space bound may be fine for a product where good performance and resource utilization are merely desirable. It may be unreasonable, however, for a product hoping to meet a hard or soft real-time constraint. Moreover, even for everyday software where fast performance is essential for good response times, time and space bounds provide a measure of predictability.

Coping with memory mapping by modifying the operating system may not be possible for those working on closed operating systems which they cannot change, but it may be fine for applications running on an open-source platform. Moreover, as multicore platforms grow in importance, future operating systems may indeed provide TLMM-like facilities to meet the challenges. In the shorter term, if it is not possible to modify the operating system, it may still be possible to implement a workers-as-processes scheme in order.

The particular engineering context will shape which option is the most reasonable, and in developing the case for a memory-mapped solution to the cactus-stack problem, we have placed an important new option on the table.
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